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(Applause Libretto Library). One of the most frequently produced new musicals of the last decade,

13 is a rollicking musical comedy featuring a cast exclusively made up of teenagers. Thirteen

13-year-olds, as a matter of fact. Evan Goldman is two months from turning 13 years old, living

happily in New York City, the greatest city on Earth, when his world is blown apart by his parents'

divorce, and he is dragged away from home to live with his mother in a small town in the Midwest.

Facing a new life in a new place where the customs and culture are utterly alien to him, and with his

bar mitzvah getting closer every day, Evan has to navigate who he wants to be versus who he really

is, and see if he can make it through the fall without losing the best friends he'll ever have. Check

out the Closer Look feature on www.halleonard.com to view a video promotion for this book!
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This book provides clearly printed song lyrics, dialogue transcript and scene-by-scene play, which is

not only very useful for those thinking of producing the musical, but also perfect for those reading it

casually. I'd highly recommend it to anyone interested in musicals.

Bought this for my daughter, who is a big fan of the play. She is thrilled by having the script.

Great condition, Amazing musical



I have not recieved this script yet, but when I do, it will be an amazing addition to my collection.Why

am i writing a review for a product I never got?Because I was in this show. I was Malcolm, and I love

the show, music, diolouge, everything. Unfortunately, the cast received copies of the script

(photocopies) and the director changed lines, cut songs, shortened scenes and messed up the

script. He quit at one point and our new director placed everything back in. The bad part was I was

the only one left with the heavily revised version of it. I wanted to buy this for a while, and I know

that I can finally receive a beautiful copy all theatre geeks should have.

Great Book, intelligently written very very funny. A story about growing up, making choices an

coming of age. JRB rules

Great play.

I loved it. I am in love with this musical so I couldn't wait to open this. Since i bought it back in

March, I've read it 13 times. Great product!:]

This is the scribt/libretto for 13. It's great for a reading copy (the rental materials come with more

information for directors).Together with the CD of the show it makes for a great perusal packet if you

are looking at producing the musical; or just to have as another script in your musical theater

collection.Well bound, clear print.
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